WORLD TANG SOO DO ASSOCIATION
VAUGHN’S DOJANG
5th GUP STUDY GUIDE

Historical View of Tang Soo Do
In Tang Soo Do, what does “Soo” mean?
About how old is the ancestral art of Tang Soo Do?

Hand
2,000 years

The Flags, including Hyup Hoi Ki – the WTSD Association flag
What does the Master’s belt represent?
In the Tae Keuk portion of the Korean flag, what is the upper
red section called?
What is the lower blue section called?

The ultimate goal of TSD students
Yang
Um

Belts, Trim, and Rank Requirement
What Hyung must the student know to test for green belt?
What trim is required upon attaining the rank of green belt?
To attain the rank of green belt, how many boards must you
be able to break with your hand or foot?

Pyung Ahn Cho Dan or
Pyung Ahn E Dan
Green trim (mandatory)
One or two

Hyung (Forms)
How many moves are there in each of the Sae Kye Hyung?
How many moves are there in Pyung Ahn Cho Dan?
The philosophy and goals of TSD are best embodied in…

Twenty
Twenty-two
Hyung

Vital points (Kup So)
What are two vital points on the head and neck?

Temple and bridge of nose

Terminology & Techniques
How do you say “Side kick” in Korean?
How do you say “Round house kick” in Korean?
How do you say “Spinning back kick” in Korean?
How do you say “Axe kick,” in Korean?
How do you say “Fighter stance” in Korean?
How do you say “Horse riding stance” in Korean?
How do you say “Stance” in Korean?
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Yup Cha Ki
Tollyo Cha Ki
Dwi Tollyo Cha Ki
Cchik Ki
Hu Kul Ja Seh
Kee Ma Ja Seh
Jah Seh
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What do the Korean characters Pyung and Ahn mean?
What does Cha Ryut mean?
How do you say “Foot” in Korean?
What is the translation for Ku Ryung Up Shi?
What is the translation for Dwi Ro Tora?
What is a Dee?
What is the purpose of a Ki Hap?

Balanced and calm
Attention
Bahl
Without the count
Turn to the rear
A belt
To focus power & energy

Courtesy and Protocol (Rules)
If a student is going to be late, what is the courteous thing to do?
When called to attention, you should…
How early should every student arrive at every class?
How many attitude requirements are there in Tang Soo Do?
What is the best way to keep the Dojang clean?
Discuss personal attributes that will enhance safety
What sparring gear should be worn during sparring?
During meditation, the hands should be placed on the knees;
what is the correct placement of the feet?
What should the student say after receiving each lesson?
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Text, call, or email the instructor in
advance
Not talk or make noise
15 minutes – to stretch out
Fourteen
Look for something to pick up or
clean up without being asked
Finger and toe nails must be
trimmed and filed; no jewelry while
training
All required gear
Under the thighs
Ko Map Sum Ni Da
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